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AIR IN RELATION •TO THE SURFACE-CONDENSATION OF
LOW-PRESSURE STEAM:" AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
OF CONDENSER PROBLEMS.
Read by Mr. JAS. ALEX. SMITH.
To some extent the present is a sequel to a former paper dealing
with " Air in Relation to Boiler Feeds," read before this Institute on
June 4th, 190 4.
The principal object is to contribute to the knowledge of an .imperfectly investigated subject fundamental data derived from direct
experimental researches by the writer. The aim is to stimulate discussion and examination of hypotheses that have been accepted upon.
premises that are no longer sufficiently accurate to meet the exigencies,
of modern design.
The key note is the.effect.of.gases—specifically atmospheric air—
upon working efficiencies and capital investment.
The chief deduction is that air, even in minute traces hitherto
considered innocuous, should . be, by initial design and subsequent
management, rigorously excluded from high-grade surface-condensing
installations. Certain laws of condensation are also enunciated.
PRELIMINARY.
Steam engine practice is inferred throughout. The method of
extending the deductions to the condensation of steam for potable
water, or vapours for manufacturing processes, will be obvious.
Even a superficial glance reveals the inadequacy of the older
data. First, because the trend is to expand steam to degrees undreamt of in the past, when those data were collected, and to reject
it at temperatures so low that crude rules, simply embodying obsolete
average conditions, are useless. Second, because it appears to be
tacitly assumed that generalisations derived from incomplete investigations of pure steam are equally, and without modification, applicable
to mixtures of steam and gas.
Experiment shows that such assumptions are fallacious, and that
the presence of air in quantities that might have been deemed insignificant may, in fact, become the factor limiting the efficiency of
a whole steam plant.. For instance, air equal in pressure to only
1-20th - of an inch, by the mercury gauge will, at 90 deg. Fahr., reduce thermal transmission some 25 per cent., whilst 3-2oths will lower
it about one-half. Before these special effects could be determined
it was necessary to investigate the whole subject of surface-condensation.
EFFECT OF CONDENSER TEMPERATURE UPON ENGINE EFFICIENCY.
The necessity for dealing with the main issue will be inferred
from an elementary analysis of the effects upon thermal efficiency of
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the reduced temperatures aimed at. It must, however, be clearly
understood that in the cases of engines, reciprocating or rotating, not
specially designed to utilise these temperatures, it may be inadvisable
to attempt their use. When there is a notable fall in density between the points of release and condensation, the consequent increment of piston load may be incommensurate with the cost requisite
to transmit the heat, at a lower temperature difference, to the cooling
water.
Modern practice differs in the cases of cylinders or their equivalents exposed alternately to hot and cold steam, in degree only
from the old Newcomen method of injecting water into the cylinder.
The question is one of compromise. Each instance requires individual
evaluation, and in the cases alluded to, cylinder condensation, and reduced temperature of hot-well boiler feed, will neutralise vacuum
effects pushed beyond a certain point. It is othentiise when steam
can be expanded—constantly performing useful work—down to condenser pressure; then every consequent fall of temperature is accompanied by a corresponding gain in thermal efficiency. The reason
that the road of improvement is by the way of reduced final temperatures is that energy in thermal form, or " heat," is the capital of the
power engineer, and that the theoretical efficiency of any ideal heat
motor, of whatever design, and whether using steam or any other
medium, depends ultimately upon the proportion of that capital transformed into its equivalent of mechanical energy.
The thermal capital of a given mass is measured by its temperature referred to absolute zero, or-461 deg. Fahr., and the efficiency
of any ideal engine using the mass is determined by the ratio of the
temperature fall (thermal capital used) to the initial absolute temperature. When T equals the initial, and T' the final absolute temperatures of use, this is expressed by the well-known equation : —

Efficiency — T - T'
It is the ratio of the part used (fall, or difference of temperature) to
the initial (capital) temperature. Graphically, it may be delineated
thus FIG. I.
UPPER TEMPERATUIt E.

TEMPERATURE OF REJECTION .

TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE
OR PART USED.

T—T
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The hydraulic analogue is a perfect turbine situated between an
elevated water source and the sea. At the exact source level no
power can be derived, at the sea all can be used. At intermediate
points the effective head is that above the turbine, and the proportion
of that to the whole potential head, referred to sea level, is the ratio
of possible efficiency. It may be absolute if the turbine is at sea
level, or if the source is at an infinite height. Similarly thermal efficiency may be absolute if the initial temperature is infinite, or if
the final temperature is zero absolute. Of course both extremes exist
in theory only, but approximation to the latter is, in practice, easier
than to the former.
If the fractional expression

TT is examined in this connec-

tion, it will be observed that the denominator (T) is constant, whilst
the numerator (T T) is variable. lf, then, T is varied by equal successive steps, a series in arithmetical progression results that may be
Hence each equal decree ent—
typified by 9;,, Tó Tó .ó•
utilised—of temperature causes equal increments of efficiency if the
initial temperature remains constant.
The subjoined table shows the extreme desirability of utilising
to the utmost the lowest temperature consistent with the climatic
environment, and this is only possible by perfecting the condenser.
Thermal eficiency in relation to the lower temperature limit.
Upper limit constant at 371° F (= 16o gauge pounds of steam,
nearly).
Referred to the duty when rejected at 212°.
Lower Temperature
Degrees F.

Differences.

Efficiency Increments
Per cent.

140
130
120
110
100
90
80
70

10
10
10
10
10
10
10

45-27
51.56
57.85
64.14
70.43
76.72
83.02
89.31

Differences

6.29
6.29
6.29
6.29
6.29
6.29
6.29

NOTE.—At 212, 140 and 70° the absolute thermal efficiencies are respectively
191, •218 and - 362. Graphed, both temperature and efficiency are straight lines.

PHYSICAL BASIS

OF CONDENSATION.

It is not necessary that this phase should be exhaustively treated,
but it is advisable that the line of thought underlying the actual
experimental work should be comprehended, although those who
so desire may confine their attention to the experimental section of
the paper, upon which the conclusions are based.
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Steam or gases alike are masses that were, at a previous period
of their physical history, fluid. They differ from liquid in that energy
has been imparted to them in such a manner that the mean free paths
of the component molecules between collision have been extended;.
as a consequence the volumes reserved by individual molecules have
been increased, and, as a further consequence, the volume of the
mass as a whole has enlarged. The rate of molecular motion is apparent as temperature, the rate of molecular bombardment upon unit
area of the containing wall as pressure. Were steam contained in a
vessel such that the molecules of that vessel completely IesLored
to the steam molecules the energy of impact, then the steam energy
would remain for ever imprisoned and potential, if radiation through
space free from non-ponderable matter be excepted—and in relation
to condenser work it may be eliminated. If the co-efficient of restitution is imperfect—as it always is—then a portion of the internal
energy of the steam passes to the molecules of the walls, and thence
to any interlinked cooler environment furnishing an energy sink. I
'l'hus the original evaporation cycle is reversed. But in the
case of each fluid that may become a reeoncensable vapour, or each
vapour that may become a fluid, there is a sharp demarcation between
the states. Given a vapour differing insensibly in temperature from
that of its fluid at the same pressure, then it is at its critical point,
and the slightest abstraction of internal energy through the walls of
the containing vessel will determine the liquefaction of a portion,
strictly in accordance with the energy transferred. Thus, in the case
of pure saturated steam—that is steam at its critical point—in contact with an energy absorbing, or cold, surface; the most intense
volume change, where the latent heat is given up, or the molecular
paths alter in extent from that traversed as steam to that traversed
as water, is immediately at the surface. The rates of increase of
the paths of the relatively great numbers of residual molecules at any
instant is relatively insignificant.
In the case of steam, given the energy sink, the chief limit to
the rate of change is the time required for the internal energy- existing ú.s molecular motion in all directions to become, in part, energy
of motion in one general direction of approach; in respect to the
walls, it is the transmitting capacity of the molecules, that is the
thermal conductivity of the solid.
" Permanent ". gases do not even remotely approximate to their
critical point at condenser temperatures. There is no selective reduction of a portion of the molecular paths, but a general (although
slight) reduction of all as a consequence of cooline and the change
is accompanied by a motion of approach negligible relatively to that
of steam.
Logically it follows that the condensation of pure steam, and of
steam mixed with a permanent gas with which it does not combine
chemically, is radically diverse.
Steam progresses continuously towards the surface where it becomes water, passing away in that dense state, almost without resistance, as drops or a gliding film. The inter-diffused gaseous mole-
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cules wre impelled towards the same surface, but in that direction they
cannot escape.
Dalton and Graham's laws of partial pressures and diffusion
make for homogeneity of mixture, but they are rigidly true only when
the volume is statically constant ; here the conditions are dynamic.
The result is ultirpate equilibrium, but not homogeneity.
Since the steam condensation is chiefly evident in a thin lamina
of minute thickness, at the condensing surface, it follows that, given
a moderately rapid motion of general approach, then, although the
gas may at first be highly tenuous, a very slight retardation of diffusion may permit of an accumulation of molecules at that laminar
focus of energy change ; there their impedence is a maximum.
To qualitatively study some of these phenomena the author uses
closed glass tubes containing bromine, both with and without air in
the vapour space. The low boiling point, deep non-actinic colour of
the vapour, and strong russet-red of the condensed films, render it
easy to follow the processes of diffusion and condensation and photograph the results.
BASIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH.
Clearly the fundamental basis of investigation is a study of the
retardation of diffusion of gases entrained in steam possessing motion
of translation in space.
The question when complicated by the conditions essential to
practice is most complex, and it did not appear that there were sufficient data to permit of mathematical solution, therefore it was determined to investigate the various phenomena experimentally. This
was found to entail a very considerable amount of work before nonessentials could be eliminated.
Quantitative records to be reasonably accurate require that the
exact temperatures and partial pressures of the steam and gases, the
temperature and mass of the cooling water, and the condensing superficies shall be known and shall be constant, or variable at will. The
rate of metallic thermal transmission, gaseous solution in fluid, gaseous
thermal conductivity, and other matters must either be determined or
eliminated.
It is hopeless to expect that these requirements can be met by
experiments upon condensers in actual use, although such tests have
great value in other directions. It was decided to deal with the
matter on a scale that permitted the omission of rion-essentials whilst
retaining in isolated form those functions approximating as closely as
possible to the essentials After considerable tentative work, necessitating some hundreds of tests, the author rested in the construction
and methods to be described.
The experimenter should in a matter of this nature possess previously-acquired manipulative skill-especially in thermometry—and
should familiarise himself with his apparatus until that manipulation
becomes instinctive and sure.
No attempt has been made to deal with abnormal states of sale
or oil films. In practice such uncertain possible conditions are met
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by a large excess of surface at enhanced cost. Higher future efficiency of standard plants should raise the ideals, and, even by a purely
imitative process, minor plants should be improved in these respects.
Essential Conditions.—With a finite condensing surface, and a
constant rate of flow of cooling water over that surface, the water
temperature increment is the basis of the relations sought. To enable
the information to be gleaned, and the variations to be codified, the
following experimental conditions must be attainable :(a) Partial vacua within the range of probable condenser practice.
(b) Any relation of steam to gas partial vacua.
(c) The various• constants not to be affected by the progress
of the experiment.
(d) Temperatures and pressures to be controllable with considerable exactness.
(e) Constant flow of cooling water at a pre-determined rate
and temperature.
(f) The temperature of flow to be determinable at points intermediate between the initial and final.
APPARATUS.
Generation of steam in a vessel distinct from the condenser is
inadmissible when vapour mixtures are in question. The equivalent
of an indefinitely great vaporous atmosphere of constant composition
is required. If a separate boiler is used, whatever the original composition of the mixture, the continual unidirectional flow of the steam
will cause a varying and unknowable concentration in the condenser.
If the condensed water accumulates the condenser volume and vapour
distribution will vary; if drawn off a complication of apparatus follows, with great danger of air admission; further, absorbed gases
will be withdrawn in aqueous solution to an appreciable amount during a long series of tests.
In the apparatus before the Institute, and illustrated by fig. 2,
the condensing tubes pass through the steam space of a boiler and
constancy of the condition of the mixture is practically complete.
Containing Vessel.—Length about 3 ft. o in., diameter
7i in.;
No. 19 B.W.G. galvanised sheet steel, strengthened by one central
ring of r in. x } in. steel. Intentionally made light in order that
temperature lag may be minimised. The joints are folded, soldered
and tarred. This must be carefully done; it is most difficult to completely exclude leakage; solder alone will not do so. By leakage is
meant the admission of sufficient air to reduce the mercury gauge
level say r-loth inch in 24 hours.
At either end there is an axial opening glazed for observation by
slightly taper glass plugs with polished plane faces. The plugs are
cores cut from - in. polished plate glass by a rotating brass tube and
7a hole carborundum; the joints are made tight by sleeves of
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Fig. 2. General Arrrnagenrent of Condensing A /paratus.
Noes—In actual use the constant flow apparatus is placed at a higher level.

pure rubber tube smeared with melted rubber and then inserted with
the plugs in slightly conical brass tubulatures. A small stop-cock,
with a I in. shank screwed into an opening in, the shell, is the only
other non-positive sealing, and this is enclosed in a vessel of water
to prevent air ingress. Connection is made to the gauges, etc., by
sound, new, thick-walled rubber tubes of r-r6th in. internal, and / in.
external diameter.
Heating Arrangements.—In the first types of apparatus boiling
was effected by steam passed through internal tubes, the intention
being to measure the steam condensed. It was found that numerous
corrections and adjustments rendered an apparently simple system un-
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certain, subsequently heating by gas was adopted, and is quite efficacious. A horizontal mixed air and gas tube of ri in. diameter extends
beneath the whole length of the containing vessel; it is perforated
by 60, apertures in two rows ; each jet is in, diameter. The temperature is adjusted, and maintained constant by varying the gas by a
stop cock with a pointer attachment traversing a graduated quadrant. This, with a pressure regulator in the service supply, is sufficient to ensure constancy to r-roth deg. Gas up to 45 c.f. per hour is
necessary.
Condensing Tubes.—There- are two of these connected in series.
Each is, a little more than three feet long, the total effective length is
therefore rather more than six feet, the external surface exposed to
the vapour is exactly one square foot. The external diameter is about
kin., the thickness is .or8 in., and the sectional area of the bore is
•26 of one square inch.
The tubes are hard, mandrel-drawn brass ; the surface is a draw
plate one, clean and smooth but not polished in any way. The thermal
conductivity depends upon the thickness, chemical composition' and
physical state of the material of the tube, and the temperature and
mass of the flow. To avoid the difficulty and uncertainty of determining some of these factors, the whole were conjointly dealt with by
passing water at 32° from melting ice at the rate of 5 lbs per minute
through a piece of tube cut from the saine length as the main tube,
and surrounded by pure steam at 212° F.
The short tube was 1-10th of the length of the condensing tubes,
and exposed 1-10th of one square foot of cooling surface. 67 B.T.Us.
were transmitted per m., and this supplies the basis for comparison for
other metals and states.
At each foot of effective length a perpendicular branch tube
penetrates (except terminals) through the steam space and shell.
Through these a small-bulbed thermometer can be inserted through
a cork jacket into the main tubes, in order that intermediate temperatures can be ascertained. Long cork plugs, flush with the tube
bore, close the openings when not in use.
Constant Flow Apparatus.—It is necessary that the rate of flow
shall be adjustable, and that it shall be accurately measurable. The
constant flow apparatus (fig. 2) was devised to this end and answers
perfectly.
It consists of a vertical tube, closed at the bottom, into which
an excess of water is delivered by a perforated tube in a non-eddying
manner; the excess escapes over the upper lip. A stop-cock (with
carefully polished ports) together with a long pointer and graduated
arc, allows definite flows to be drawn off and discharged into a second
tube connected with the condensing apparatus. The graduations were
made at each 22 lbs. per minute, from ai to 20 lbs., and were carefully and repeatedly calibrated by weighing the discharges during ro
'to 6o minutes.
Vacuum Gauges.—Various types were tried ; the difficulty is the
deposition of condensed vapour. Closed U gauges--barometer and
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gauge combined—give direct readings but soon lose accuracy from
the creeping of the water film into the torricellian space. To substitute a known for this unknown variable water was introduced in excess, also a large chamber containing a perfect water vapour vacuum
was attached, and the corrections for temperature made. Ultimately
a simple open U gauge, shewn in fig. 2, was adopted. No capillary
correction is necessary, and with thin glass parallax is negligible
The mercury must be pure.
Barometer.—The form of gauge used requires the use of a comparison barometer. In order that the readings shall be true, the
tube is filled with pure mercury, and this was boiled thoroughly in
place.
Thermometers.—These were carefully checked against a reference
instrument itself compared with instruments certified by the Imperial
German Testing Laboratory. The Victorian Government Astronomer
(Mr. P. Baracchi) also kindly compared one of the instruments with
his standards.
Note.—Purchased instruments can only be regarded as arbitrary
and, perhaps, irregular scales until the necessary corrections have
been ascertained by comparison with an assured standard, or gas
thermometer. They may be very considerably in error from a number
of causes, so also may barometers. The only security is to construct
or calibrate them personally or supervise the work, unless the investigator can obtain them direct from a maker 'of repute together with
a certificate of performance.
METHOD OF USE.
The Vacuum.—The stop-cock is removed, and the shell filled to
the upper level of the observation window with pure water. The
stop-cock is again inserted, the air pumped out by an ordinary air
pump or syringe to about r in. mercury pressure, the gas jets
lit, and the water heated until the gauge or thermometer indicates a
positive pressure, then the stop-cock is removed and the steam allowed to escape at about 2 lbs. to the square inch, until the water
level has fallen to the lower edge of the observation opening. The
stop-cock is then replaced, a partially perforated rubber cork placed
upon the exposed shank, the whole covered with water and the gas
turned off. When cool an almost perfect water vapour partial vacuum
will result, in which the water readily boils at 7o deg. Fahr. Water
may be drawn in to the vacuum at any subsequent period, but when
this is done boiling must be again resorted to, as described, to drive
off air held in solution. The routine must also be repeated when it
is requisite to eject air or gas which may have entered or been added.
It is well to prevent, as far as possible, the access of full atmospheric
pressure to the water surface. The water should be under vacuum
between experiments.
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Added Gas.—This may be drawn through a capillary tube of
about r-tooth in. bore, attached to a rubber tube with pinch cock,
connected to a branch in the gauge system, and the amount determined by gauge readings:"
Or, without reference to the gauge, measured quantities of air
may be drawn from a graduated vertical burette with the lower end
immersed in water. The partial pressure is computed from the known
volume, remembering that in this connection the steam behaves as a
perfect vacuum.
A third method—that preferred--is to insert a capacity in the
- gauge circuit so that a known volume—i.e., that of capacity, gauge
and tubes—can be drawn in, and the result checked against the gauge
reading.
The advantages of the direct addition methods are their certainty,
and that they can be made irrespective of condenser temperature
corrections, which may be considerable, due to the presence of hotter
or colder water in contact with the vapour. This should be specially
remembered when testing actual condensers. Minor corrections may
be required for the atmospheric condition. of the gas admitted.
.Determining the Gas Pressure by Gauge.—The detail of the
gauge, fig. 2, is self-explanatory. The measuring rod is graduated in
inches, carries at its lower extremity a fixed index, slides in a socket,
and upon it there slides an adjustable index with a short .scale attached. The indexes are adjusted to the upper and lower mercury
levels—the glass tube is thin to minimise parallax—and the difference read off.
The gauge reading is subtracted from the barometer reading at
the time. The difference is the absolute pressure exercised by the
vapour in the condenser; it may be wholly due to water vapour, or
partially to gas.
By Dalton's law the presence of gas does not affect the pressure
of steam also, or previously, present, and vice versa. Each component is to the other as a vacuum, and the total pressure is the
sum of the partial pressures. Steam pressures for all temperatures
within condenser range have been most carefully computed,„ therefore
if the pressure due to steam at the given temperature be deducted
from the absolute pressure, found as described, the difference, if any,
is the pressure of gas present.
There is one warning that must be most explicitly given to the
prospective investigator, .Dalton's law is true only when apparatus,
vapour, and water are at one temperature. The point appears to
have escaped notice in those works that the author ,has perused.
Here is an illustrative experiment,, in which, owing to the progress
of condensation, the conditions are not static* Regnault's tables, for instance.
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Air present, by. measure and gauge, at
Water temperature ...
Vapour temperature
...
Difference

70'

...

••

=1309. 4.95"

...

130.0°
9.5

Mean ...

134.7

...
Difference of barometer and gauge ...
Partial pressure due to steam at 130.0' =

5.60"
4.50

Apparent partial pressure of air

1.10"

...

5.60"
5.76

Pressure of steam at 139.5° =
Apparent (impossible) minus pressure of air
Pressure of steam at 134 7° ...
Apparent pressure of air
All parts in equilibrium.
Air again found by gauge at 70° _

•16
5.60
5.10

...
...

- 50

.49

Dalton's law was also found, experimentally, to hold at other and
higher temperatures, provided there was complete equilibrium. The
erroneous results that may be arrived at in actual practice are sufficiently obvious.
It will also be noted that the law that a saturated vapour and
its fluid in contact are at the same temperature ceases to be invariably
true when gas is present,
Determinations by the gauge method must be at a complete
equilibrium of temperature, and should be at the lowest temperature
conveniently attainable, since then the ratio of gas pressure'to steam
pressure is highest.
The gauge and connections are exhausted by syringe before
coupling finally to the condenser, and during prolonged tests they
are disengaged and the stop-cock sealed as previously described, as air
will pass through the pores of the rubber tube. The gauge should be
lightly tapped during a reading.
Water Flow.—Assuming that the condenser contains a vapour
mixture of the desired composition and temperature, the cooling water
is permitted to circulate and the gas flames manipulated to maintain
the temperature constant. The admission of air into the cooling current, especially at low rates of flow, must be guarded against by suitably constricting the discharge.
Temperature differences are then
recorded.
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Plotting Data.—The readings were to r'o° F, and i ,," mercury,
Very many tests
the aim was final accuracy within . ° and -I ea,"
were made. Those not concordant were rejected, as it was held that
the mean of diverse tests differing from, possibly, different causes,
would have less value than good individual tests not thus smoothed.
Flexible or plastic splines are better than French curves in the actual
draughting work. There is a tendency with set curves to slightly
adapt the line to the templet, and not the converse.
RESULTS.
These may be classified thus :-J Air admixture.
Vapour
1. Temperature.
Tube lengths or temperature grades.
I Rate of flow.
Cooling water- Initial temperature.
Final, temperature.
Typical cases in each division will be given.
VAPOURS : SIMPLE AND COMPOU..D.
To determine the effect of air admixture two distinct methods
were put into practice, and the results compared. In the first pure,
or nearly pure, steam was condensed at temperatures varying from
70° to 14U', at 10` intervals. The tests were fixed point observation, not running readings. Then the mixture was varied by adding
air, and the process repeated. In the second method the condenser was maintained at' constant temperature, whilst the air in the mixture was varied by definite
increments. The process was repeated at various temperatures.
In both series the cooling water flowed at the constant rate
of ro lbs. per ni ., and the cooling surface was r sq. foot. All matters were in equilibrium before a record was made.
The results of a set of tests by the first and second methods are
plotted, and the stations connected by curves, in. Figs. 3 and 4
respectively.
The curves are interrelated. The curves in either figure correspond
to the ordinates in the other; the distinctive mark (dot or cross) of
either transferred •to the other shows the approximation of the results,
and this is sufficiently close to indicate that there is practically no
serious cause of error existent.
In both figures the perpendicular ordinates measure increment
of the cooling water temperature ; in, Fig. 8 the divisions of the base
are vapour temperatures; in Fig. 4, air partial pressures.
Discussion of the Results.—The air partial pressures are reduced
to 70°, therefore at all other temperatures the ratio will be different,
but finite. The reduction then required is as follows:531° absolute : absolute temp. at x° :: pressure at 70° : pressure
at x°.
The correction for variation of specific heat of the cooling water
is negligible.
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The correction when the temperature differences are not measured from the same initial temperature will be apparent when " tube
length " has been considered.
With nearly air-free steam the line (A, Fig. ii) of temperature
increment, or efficiency of surface, is nearly straight when the vapour
temperature increments are equal. The slight curvature at the lower
limb of (A) is due to traces of air; it increases with each addition,
although not in direct proportion, vide curves B... F.
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With constant flow and surface and pure steam, temperature
increment of the cooling water is in a constant ratio to the temperature increment of the steam, at least to a first approximation.
Corollary I.—The rise in water temperature is proportionate to
the initial steam and water differences of temperature.
Corollary II.—Each decrement of condenser temperature requires
a proportionate increment of cooling surface. *
The ordinates to any of the curves measure the relative efficiencies
of unit area of cooling surface under the conditions premised.
Since the partial air pressures increase much less rapidly than
steam pressures as the temperature rises, the curves of mixtures tend
to straighten to a greater inclination, implying an increased efficiency.
The law relating to added gas (or air) is not clear; it may be
simple, but the problem is involved. The writer has not succeeded
in formulating a satisfying equation, therefore the data has been
plotted in such manner that they can be utilised pending the discovery
of the law.
Combination Diagram.--In Fig. 5 the observed results shown
in Figs. 3 and 4 are combined. The constant basis is io lbs. flow of
water per minute. The vapour mixtures range from steam, with
traces only of air, to steam plus .7 in. (mercury pressure) of air at
70°, and vapour temperatures from 80' to 140°.
Divisions of the base refer to partial pressures of air, those
of the left-hand scales, and the corresponding ordinate lengths, to
temperature increment of the cooling water, and the B.T.Us. transmitted per i sq. foot per m. by the tube already specified.
The
curves are isotherms, each relating to a finite temperature, shown by
the scale to the right.
Discussion of the Diagram.--Co-ordinates drawn respectively to
perpendicular O" and the base, and the curve meeting them at their
point of intersection give, respectively, partial pressure of air, temperature increase of the cooling water, and vapour temperature. Hence
if any two of these factors are given, the third is evident by inspection,
and if one alone is given, any one of an infinite series of inter-linked
pairs of remaining factor values can be selected.
Since the ordinates are measures of temperature rise, therefore
of efficiency, it follows that any line drawn parallel to the base cuts
the curves in points of equal duty. Hence the relative economy of
any particular examples or conditions can be directly compared.
Space does not permit an extended enumeration of the properties
and applications of the diagram, therefore a few salient points only
will be noted : —
(a) The rapid rise of the curves from right to left denotes that
the retarding effect of successive additions of air proceeds at a rapidly
diminishing rate ; this is more marked, in proportion, at the lower
temperatures. In fact—referring to the 90° curve—it will be seen
* Provided the tube length is constant. See " Tube Length."
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that .2" pressure of air may almost exhaust the refrigerating power of
a condenser.

Fig. 5. Air Effects.
Vapour Temperature and Air Pressure Factors.
!Vater Temperature and Thermal Transmission Results.
Initial water temperature, 61.5°.
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PARTIAL PRESSURE OF AIR (AT70°). IN INCHES OF MERCURY
(b) Equal increases of temperature of vapour at perpendicular O"
(or the pure steam line) cause equal rises of the cooling water temperature (this has already been explained when treating of the A line,
Fig. 3), but the relation holds nowhere else. Towards the right the
proportion decreases with decrease of temperature.
(c) The approach of the higher temperature curves to parallelism to the base is much less abrupt than the lower, indicating that
the relative loss of efficiency by air addition is not so rapid as in
the latter. But the absolute B.T.Us. loss is much greater.
(d) The surface required is inversely as the cooling effect, therefore the difference in design between such limits as a condenser at
140° with pure steam, and one at 90° smothered with .3" pressure
of air, is obvious. In this example the effective ratio is about 7:i.
TUBE LENGTH, OR TEMPERATURE GRADES.

Frequently it is stated that the cooling water final te:npsrature

í
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varies directly as the tube length, and that the average temperature
is the arithmetical mean of the extremes Were this correct, then
with an evanescent difference between "water and steam temperature,
the effect would be the same as when the difference is, say, roo",
obviously an impossibility.
Condensers are made with tubes in
series, giving a length of flow of 3o feet or more, and that when
circulating water is abundant. This might be good practice if the
preceding assumption were true, but it will be shown that it is fallacious, therefore the question of long tubes requires reconsideration.
The Law.--To determine this, a large number of distinct tests
were made of the temperature increment at each one foot (7 points
in all) of the 6 foot tube of the experimental condenser. Various
temperatures between 70° and 14o°, and mixtures from O" to 1.5" of
air, were experimented upon.
When plotted and compared they were found to conform, within
the limits of experimental error, to a very simple law, that may be
expressed thus : —The differences of temperature between the vapour
and the cooling water form a geometric series, of which the initial and
final differences are the first and last terms.
bhortly, the curve is
logarithmic, vapour and water differences progress geometrically, and
their ratio to water temperature increment is, apparently, constant for
a given vapour temperature and mixture.
If at each point the increment of water temperature is propor
tional to the temperature difference causing it (vide A, Fig. 5), then
the hypothesis of geometric progression (in decreasing order) is the
direct sequence of continued cumulative action, by a vapour at con•
staat temperature upon water--i.e., flowing in a tube.
Actual numerical working of geometric series is given in the
appendix.
Typical Diagram.—The small preliminary diagram in Fig. G
shows the relation of the observed points to computed curves in two
sets of tests, one with nearly pure steam, the other with •22" air
(mercury gauge) added. Vapour at a constant temperature of 110°,
water at a constant flow of to lbs. per m.
The observed curves, designated A and B, are plotted in the main
portion of the diagram, and the computed curve extended in dotted
form.
Discussion of Curves.—Curves relating to other cases within the
range of Fig. 5 may be plotted if the initial and final cooling water
temperatures are selected, and the intervening points •computed; or
exterior points may be extrapolated after finding the common ratio,
and in that case the results for any tube length become available
when those for a short tube are known.
Difference of ordinates (measured to the steam, no•t base, line),
successive differences in the series, or the varying inclination to the
base of tangents to the curve, each measure relative- efficiency- at
different portions of the line. Each increment of tube length is of
decreasing cooling value, and the decrement is considerable.
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VAR/AT/ON OF OBSERVED POINTS FROM COMPUTED L/NES.
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Fig. 6. Tube Temperature Gradients.
A : Steam, with traces only of air,
B: Steam, with •22" (mercury gauge at 70°) added air.
Initial temperature 67.5°.

The efficiency, under constant conditions, of tubes of any length,
or lineal sections of tubes, is proportional to the ordinate differences.
The ordinate difference measures the work of a tube.
A glance reveals that the increased cooling effect attained by
considerable lengthening of tubes is not commensurate with that
lengthening, especially so if in nearly pure steam. For instance, take
the " observed " section of 6 feet, curve (A, Fig. 6), the temperature
increment is 19°, nearly. Assume the tube extended 6 feet to the
right, that is doubled in length, the increment becomes 29.57 °, therefore doubling the tube length has only increased the cooling effect
some 5o per cent. Carry the comparison further, then the work of
the first foot (3.97° ) is nearly four times that of the fifteenth (1.022 °).
Obviously in the limit in an indefinitely long tube when the water
within and the vapour without are at equilibrium of temperature,
the value of i foot of tube is zero.
With mixtures of air and steam--curve B, for instance—whilst
the total work is less, the change of ratio is also less. Compared with
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the last example the ratio is 2.38:1.05, as against 3.97 :1.022. Probably this is due to the aggregation of air about the tube decreasing
in the region of lower temperature differences.
When the,presence of considerable quantities of air in steam was,
ignored, this ; effect rendered the use of tubes of considerable length
not improper, but the case is different with the purer steams that
must now be dealt with. The old order changes, but the old practice
persists.
The general deduction is that economy requires the use of relatively short tubes. There are, however, .limits. If the greater mass
of water required has to be raised from a considerable depth, or lifted
to a considerable height (to a cooling tower, for instance), the working cost will exceed interest charges on an arrangement that by increased size compensates for less theoretical efficiency. It is, again,
a question of special designing.
EFFECT OF VARIATION OF INITIAL TEMPERATURE OF COOLING WATER.
It is immaterial how the temperature is attained, therefore it may
be communicated by an anterior portion of the condenser tube itself.
The problem can now be solved by plotting a curve to an indefinitely long tube, and selecting therefrom a part corresponding to
the given tube length, and commencing at that part of the curve
where the temperature is the initial temperature required, the final
temperature • can be ascertained as 'already explained.
Assume the tube in the diagram to be of indefinite length and
immersed in vapour, and that . a finite length equal to a given tube is
taken at successive points from left to right. The thermal effect is
that of supplying warmed circulating water.
The' mathematical
equivalent is the selection of successive terms in a geometric descending series.
Therefore, whilst the lateral displacement increases in
'arithmetical, the tube unit length efficiency decreases in geometric
progression.
Example°—Vapour, steam; temperature, 1100 ; length, 6 feet.
With cooling' water at 50° ; the temperature increment is 22 ° ; with the initial temperature raised to
900 , the temperature increment sinks to 9'. The
work of ccndensation is directly as these quantities,
By certain properties of the curve (i.e., that ordinates at constant
distance apart are in constant ratio to each other„, independent of
their position in the curve, and that axial progressional motion is
equivalent to multiplication), it follows that variation of condenser
efficiency arising from variation of initial water temperature is independent of tube length.
* Verified by direct tests of heated circulating water at 61, 71.7, 87'4°, and other
initial temperatures.
o
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Example.-6 feet tube, initial temperatures of 55° and 85';
increments, 23' and II Z°=2 :1. Tube, 12 feet; temperatures again 55" and 85-, increments 37° and
rates 2 : I, as before. Therefore, in each of these cases
the efficiency of each tube, considered as an entity, is
halved by a rise of 3o° in the circulating water supplied,
and the effect is independent of the difference of tube
length.
EFFECT OF VARIATION OF RATE OF FLOW OF COOLING WATER.
The effects of variation of mixtures and temperatures have been
dealt with, it yet remains to consider variation of flow (mass-time
dimensions). This cannot be dealt with mathematically, unless some
lone rate is known, and unless it is assumed that the rate of metallic
transmission and the corresponding factor for water—ís either known
or is constant. In the absence of this knowledge, the writer proceeded
by experiment.
In each test the temperature and composition of the mixture
were constant, for that test, whilst the rate of flow was varied by
steps of 4- lbs., from 4- to 15 lbs. per m. Fig. 7 illustrates two
typical cases.
The conditions were: Vapour temperature, Ito' ;
initial water temperature, 69.5"; in curve (A) nearly pure steam, in
curve (B) steam plus •22 in. (mercury gauge) of air; one square foot
of surface, as before. The dots are the observed points.
Discussion of Curves.--The air effect is here, as elsewhere, pronounced.
At very low velocities the flow is non-eddying, and passes through
the tubes almost as a solid would, the cooling effect, exercised to
a maximum at contact with the tube wall, reaching the axial portion
of the mass chiefly by slow conduction. At higher temperatures the
motion becomes sinuous or turbulous, inter-mixture is rapid, and the
general effect is greater, not only by the greater mass dealt with,
but also by the more effective contact of the component parts of
that mass with the tube. Indented tubes, or those of irregular crosssection, accentuate the inter-mixture.
The variation of rate of curvature in the lines (A) and (B)
Fig. 7, is due, in part, to the variation of the internal motion of the
flow.
The curves also show that the effect becomes considerably exhausted at quite moderate velocities,
The tendency. at any instant, as the variable becomes inconsiderable, is toward the simple ratio—
Temperature (increment) varies inrersehi as floe', multiplied dry/
temperature di jieremice.
Duty and Flow.—The work done is dependent upon the mass
operated upon and the temperature increment of that mass. It is
expressed as the product of mass into temperature.
Fig. 8 is thus derived from the data of Fig. 7. Curve (A)
refers to pure steam, curve (B) to steam plus •22 in. (mercury gauge,.
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and at 700 ) of added air, in both cases at a temperature of I Io°.
The divisions of the base denote flow in lbs. per minute, those of the
perpendicular, B.T.Us. per minute per square foot of surface for
each total temperature increment (not per degree).
Discussion of Curves.—The air effect is so pronounced that it
is scarcely necessary to direct attention to it.
Curve (A) indicates that the work done is not in direct ratio
to the flow. The rate of increment •of work is less than the rate of
increment of flow, and the proportion is a decreasing one, as the
subjoined table shows : —
CURVE (A).
Flow in lbs. per sq. ft. per m. ...
5
Ratio ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
I
2
3 •
Thermal units per sq. ft. per m.

ioo.00

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

I.00

1.64

Ratio per unit of flow ... ... ...

1.00

.82

Ratio

164.000

210.00
2.I0

...

.70

...

15
3

...

117.00
1.52

...

.51

CURVE (B).

Flow in lbs. per sq. ft. per m. ...
Ratio ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

5
1

Thermal units per sq. ft. per m.

io

z

77.00

...

I01.00

... ... ... ... ... ... ...

1.00

...

1.31

Ratio per unit of flow ... ... ...

1.00

...

.65

Ratio

Apart from static and friction heads the energy required to produce flow varies as the product of the mass into the velocity squared.
Therefore, since the advantage resulting from increased flow is a
diminishing one, and the cost of attaining it advances at a rapid rate,
a point will be soon attained beyond which it is unwise to pass.
Once velocity has been imparted it, here, continues—apart from
skin friction—indefinitely, therefore, a tube of indefinitely great length
might be used were it not that it has already been shown that short
tubes are relatively the more thermally efficient. The designer must
compromise in each particular instance.
As a generalisation, when the steam is nearly pure—as it must
be in future practice—and when the cooling supply is large, and
the static head small, short tubes will prove the most efficient.
When it is a case of forcing an existing condenser, then the niechanical equivalent of increased flow rises at a very rapid rate, i.e.,
as the third power of the velocity. This results from the preceding
equation (power varies as velocity squared for ..unit mass), and the fact
that, as a consequence of the constant sectional area of the tubes, the
.mass also varies as the velocity. For instance, doubling the flow
requires that the power supplied shall be increased eightfold.
When
there are no means of checking the power abstracted for this end from
an installation, it may well be that an increased vacuum is being
very "dearly bought.
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Fig. 7. Variation of 7-hernial Increments, Due to Variation of Flow.
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Fig. 8. Variation of B. T.Us. , Transmitted, due to Variation of flow.
A, A : Steam with traces only of air.
B, B: Curves show effect of •22" (mercury pressure at 70°) added air.
Note.—The inclination to the base of curve A, Fig. S, increases rapidly,
when the water initial temperature is reduced.
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_.REMOVAL OF GASES.

This ranks next in importance to prevention of entry, but
the author has no -intention of- - here adding '-to the discussion of pump design at present so prominent.
Unless the air is initially removed from the feed by spraying cold
through a vacuum chamber, or spraying at boiling point through
steam, the introduction of a certain volume of gas in the boiler
feed is inevitable, but the amount, including mechanically entrained
bubbles, should not exceed about-;',, of the feed volume under
ordinary atmospheric conditions. Then, if it is assumed that leakage
is entirely absent, and > that not more than ;'~, in. (mercury gauge),
partial pressure of air is to be permitted in the condenser, the
~)
ratio of effective volume of air pump to boiler feed is ,,';; of (30
1 = 20 : 1. This represents the • theoretic minimum for the
Assumed conditions.
COMPOUND CONDENSATION.

The work of the air pump is more onerous than when steam partial pressures equalled from four to six inches ; then compressions of fron
71. to 5 times determined discharge into the atmosphere at 3o in.
Now the. compression required may be thirtyfold or more, and any
non-effective space becomes a serious consideration, sometimes met
by compounding.
But compounding does not alter the initial volume of the steam
containing the diffused gas, requiring to be dealt with. Subsidiary
condensation will effect this end if the residual gases be swept from
the main condenser by a steam jet, or Other means, into a small
condenser maintained at the lowest possible temperature. Then the
deposition of a portion of the steam, as water, renders the mixture
finally presented to the pump richer in air, and smaller in volume,
therefore a smaller pump will suffice.
It is obvious that the air pump must in such case be differentiated
from the water removing pump. Entrained water as hot as, or hotter
than, the main condenser, would altogether defeat the end sought.
The slowness of gaseous diffusion, compared with the velocity
of vapour flow, will prevent the passage backward of the accumulated
air from the smaller to the larger condenser, especially if the vapour
The theoretic limit of concentration is reached
circulation be forced.

when the absolute pressure in both condensers is equal, and when that of
-air in each is the difference between the common pressure and the partial
pressures sere, ally due to steam at the respective temperatures.
Experimental Veri fetation.—The condenser used in these experiments, one of abouts its vapour capacity, and the mercury gauge
were connected in such manner that all could be in communication,
or each condenser with the gauge to the exclusion of the other. condenser. Both condensers were boiled clear from air, then air was
added to the larger alone. When the temperature of the larger was
constant at Ito° and the smaller was at 66° they were for a short.
time placed in communication with each other, and with the gauge,
which showed an absolute pressure measured by 2.q5 in. of mercury.
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Separated, and tested individually, the readings were as fol-

lows:—
LARGE CONDENSER.

2.75o absolute pressure in inches of mercury.
2.576 partial pressure due to steam at r 10°.
.174 partial pressure of air at rro°.
SMALL CONDENSER.

2.750 absolute pressure in inches of mercury.
.639 partial pressure due to steam at 66°.
2.111 partial pressure of air at 66°.

The air had been concentrated in . the ratio 2.111 :.174, and.
under similar conditions, the effective capacity of a connected air
-pump would have been increased in like proportion. At 100 ° and 90'
main condenser temperatures, equivalent concentration ensued.
Air Pump Inlets.—It is evident that these should be so multiplied in number, and so situated that the concentrating air in the
vapour will pursue the course of shortest contact with the cooling
surface `not,' as is .too often the case, the longest. No dead spaces
should be possible.
RATE OF APPROACH OF STEAM TO A CONDENSING SURFACE.

From the known volume of steam at any given temperature, and
the rate of condensation per unit surface, this can readily be computed. With pure steam at 14o° and 10 lbs. per m. flow, it is in
round numbers, only about - of a foot per second. This points to
the necessity, not only of exhaust pipes of large proportions—a point
now well recognised—but also of ample inter-tube spaces and passages.
The molecular velocity consequent upon change of state upon
condensation is not expressed by the preceding.
The effect of forced,-or blast, impact, and the further effect due
to the fact that one side of the tube would then be in `shadow,' are
subjects for further investigation.
It may be noted, parenthetically, that formulse that express
exhaust sectional area as a function of a constant force may be
inaccurate. In all reciprocating engines, and some turbines, the
acceleration is intermittent, and the area required proportionately
. greater.
TESTING CONDENSERS.

The method of gauge, barometer and thermometer needs no further explanation. The warnings may, however, be reiterated that
barometers may differ from truth by tenths of an inch, thermometers
by several whole degrees, and Bourdon gauges by half inches, and
that the presence of water at a temperature differing from that of the
vapour will vitiate the readings in any case.
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To obviate the latter source of error, vapour samples received
into a boiled out flask may be tested by gauge, at the temperature of
the condenser. Or the flask may be opened beneath mercury, or water
hot and thoroughly freed from air by boiling. Corrected for vapour
tension the volume unoccupied by fluid det ermines the air, present.
SECONDARY CONDENSING .ACTION.
A point that appears to have escaped notice is the effect of the
drip from horizontal tubes. It is analogous to jet condenser action.
At the refrigerating surface the fluid, especially if air be present,
will be colder than the vapour, and if sufficient time, equivalent to
length of fall, is allowed, this difference will be utilised in cooling
the steam and heating the hot well water.
Land practice has largely followed marine, in which restricted
space compels the close centering of the tubes. It remains to be seen
whether inter-tube spaces and the flooding of lower tubes by the drip
from the higher cannot, be dealt with more efficiently in design.
Possibly the preceding may afford an explanation of the greater
efficiency claimed for horizontal as compared with vertical tubes from
which drip does not occur. 'The experiments given in support of these
claims do not, unfortunately, specify the air present, if any, and the
omission is important.
EFFECT OF THICKNESS AND THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF THE IVALLS,
AND EFFECT OF TUBE DIAMETER,
are subjects worthy of full investigation, and must be determined
before a complete theory of the condenser can be enunciated.
CLIMATE.
Passing notice will suffice, although the question is very important, especially in marine work, where the temperatures of the cooling
water supplied to the same condenser will frequently vary from 40° to
90° or more. It is the limiting factor in high expansion practice.
Reference to figure 6 will show what is implied in relation to cooling
surface, and reference to figure 8 what it entails in circulating pump
capacity, if the surface is invariable and restricted.
CONCLUSION.
Gases other than air—itself a merely mechanical association of
several gases---alter the coefficients materially. This has its bearing
upon manufacturing processes, but does not affect steam engine
practice. Although no part of the subject can be said to be finally
dealt with in this paper, enough may have been shown to stimulate
others, who have facilities not possessed by the writer, to carry the matter to a conclusion.
The writer thinks it probable that tube length, diameter, temperature differences, and rate of flow will be found to be expressible by a
general law ; at times he has thought that he has glimpsed it, but
hitherto he has been unable to crystallise, it.
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The chief conclusions are that—
(a) If high vapour vacua are required, air must be excluded.
(b) With high vacua, climatic conditions are potent limiting factors, and must be specially considered.
(c) In the absence of exact knowledge, the impossible has been attempted in design.
(d) Only by rational condenser proportion will dt be possible tc
push the efficient expansion of steam to those limits that recent improvements in motors seemed to render easy of attainment.

APPENDIX.

Numerical example of the process of plotting a curve with ordinates
in geometric ratio between two given ordinates.
DATA :
... 110.00°
...
...
Steam temperature
...
... 67.00
initial
(
Water temperatures {final
...
... 85.96
Initial steam and water : temperature
difference (first ordinate or term) ... 43.00
Final steam and water temperature
difference (last ordinate or term) ... 24.04
(Number of terms-1) V first term = common ratio =
last term
multiplier or divisor of an ordinate giving next succeeding or
preceding ordinate.
Let 7 terms be required, then by logs.
7-1 'V 43.00
_ 24•u4

log of 43.0

1.6334865 – 1.3809345 _ ;04209
6
Common ratio = 1.1018

log of 24.04
6
log common ratio...

DISCUSSION—SURINACE CONDENSATION.

Feet of
tube. Term.

Log.

Ordinate.

Successive
differences
or
efficiencies.

20I
Cumulative
differences (or
temperature
increment).

0,

1

1.6335,
•0421

43'003,

00.000,

00.000

1,

2

P5914,
•0421

39.030,

3.973,

3.973

2,

3

P5493,
•0421

35.424,

3.606,

7.579

3,

4

P5072,
•0421

32.151,

3.273,

10.852

4,

5

P4651,
•0421

29.181,

2.970,

13.822

5,

6

1.4230,,
•0421

26.485,

2.696,

16.518

2.447,
18.965
24.038,
1.3809,
7
6,
And so on for succeeding decreasing terms. For increasing terms
add log •0121 to log P6335, and continue the process. Compare with
observed curve, Fig 6.

DISCUSSION
At the conclusion of the reading the apparatus was placed in
action, and Mr. Smith explained the various parts. Finally the
condensation of pure steam at 110° was shown, and it was demonstrated
that the introduction of # inch (mercury pressure) of air reduced the
water temperature increment more than 50%.
The President said they had heard Mr. Smith's instructive paper,
and would recognise that very few engineers proceeded far in their
career without meeting difficulties that frequently arose in connection with condensation. He thought that when the paper was
placed in the hands of members, they would find it would provide
them with a large amount of information which would be useful to
them in their daily practice. One thing which struck him in connection with the contributions Mr. Smith presented from time to time,
was the originality, which was evinced in his work, and the large
amount of time he managed to extract from the 24 hours to devote
to research on experimental data. Mr. Smith deserved their thanks
for the amount of time he gave to the Institute in that way.
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